Molecular nephropathology: ready for prime time?
In the current era of precision medicine, the existing nephropathology paradigm of light microscopy, immunofluorescence, and electron microscopy will become increasingly insufficient. There will be an expectation to supplement these traditional diagnostic tools with patient-specific information related to a growing understanding of molecular pathophysiology. Next generation sequencing technologies are expected to play a key role in the future of nephropathology, but transcriptomics is poised to represent the first major foray into routine molecular testing. The introduction of molecular techniques into clinical nephropathology has been hindered in part by the reliance of existing platforms on fresh tissue samples. The NanoString gene expression system works with formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue and thus represents a promising solution to this technical barrier that may finally allow for the translation of recent transcriptomics discoveries into the enhancement of patient care. Widespread adoption of this new diagnostic dimension will require ongoing multidisciplinary cooperation between pathologists and clinicians, including molecular testing consensus generation and rigorous multicenter validation.